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Chapter 1 : Correct | Definition of Correct by Merriam-Webster
to write or name in correct order the letters that comprise the conventionally accepted form of (a word or part of a word)
(tr) (of letters) to go to make up the conventionally established form of (a word) when arranged correctly d-o-g spells
dog.

Enter your text below and click here to check the spelling What is spell check? Sometimes, even the most
experienced editors, who are checking spelling and grammar very thoroughly, are apt to overlook certain
mistakes from time to time. To get around the problem of human error, you should put an online spell checker
and grammar tool to work for you. A spell checker or spell check is a piece of software that highlights
misspelled words in a text. When was spell check created? The first spell-check system was developed by a
group of six linguists from Georgetown University in the late s for the mainframe computers produced by
IBM corporation. How do I get a spell check on my computer? If you know how to copy and paste something
on a computer, you basically know how to use this online spelling check tool. A pop-up dialogue box with
your original text will appear. Errors will now be highlighted in red. The shaded word is the most likely
option. Choose the correct word that you want and select "Change" or "Change All" to have your spelling
corrected. If necessary, you may also choose "Ignore" or "Ignore All. From there, you can tell it to ignore
words that are in mixed case or all caps. You can also choose to ignore words that include numbers or to
ignore domain names. When you are finished, just click the "Finish Checking" button to complete your
session. You can check English texts for errors, and you can also check texts in other languages. At the right
sidebar of the Spellcheck. When you are uncertain about whether you are using the correct word or not, you
can submit it to the search form to check its definition. You can also double-check that you are using the
correct spelling. It is an added layer of defense to ensure that your work is as polished and professional as
possible. What are the Benefits of the Spelling Corrector? The spelling and grammar check tool makes it easy
for everyone from students to business people to produce exceptional work. Simply bookmark this page and
copy and paste text whenever you need it to be checked. By putting the free spelling checking service to work
for you, you will never have to worry about producing subpar work. Professors, colleagues and others will be
impressed by your carefully crafted writing. The online spell check website gives you a chance to have your
work analyzed one last time before sending it on its way. Give it a try right now.
Chapter 2 : Spell checker  grammar and spell check in English - Reverso
Spelling definition is - the forming of words from letters according to accepted usage: orthography. How to use spelling
in a sentence. the forming of words from letters according to accepted usage: orthography; a sequence of letters
composing a word.

Chapter 3 : correct | Definition of correct in English by Oxford Dictionaries
1. the practice of spelling in a way contrary to standard usage. 2. the use of the same letters or combinations of letters to
represent different sounds, as in English tough and dough. â€” heterographic, heterographical, adj.

Chapter 4 : Check Spelling of a Word
These example sentences are selected automatically from various online news sources to reflect current usage of the
word 'correct.' Views expressed in the examples do not represent the opinion of Merriam-Webster or its editors.

Chapter 5 : Spelling | Definition of Spelling by Merriam-Webster
Dictionary for Spelling. A spelling dictionary online will help you in looking up the words and their meanings. You can
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also find here the correct spelling, pronunciation as well as etymology of words, in some cases.

Chapter 6 : Correct | Define Correct at calendrierdelascience.com
'Surely the spelling of a name of a principal player in a book should be correct.' 'Please accept our sincere apologies
with respect to the proper spelling of your name.' 'Among other things, they have resurrected the old debate on the
correct spelling of the village and parish name.'.

Chapter 7 : Spelling of Words Dictionary | Spelling Check
A practical dictionary of the English language, giving the correct spelling, pronunciation and definitions of words based
on the Unabridged dictionary of Noah Webster. Webster, Noah, -,Porter, Noah, -,Gardner, Dorsey, -, ed.

Chapter 8 : Spelling - Definition for English-Language Learners from Merriam-Webster's Learner's Dictiona
Correct definition, to set or make true, accurate, or right; remove the errors or faults from: The native guide corrected our
pronunciation. The new glasses corrected his eyesight.

Chapter 9 : Spell Check Your Text Here - Free Online Spelling and Grammar Checker
It's now more important than ever to develop a powerful writing style. After all, most communication takes place in
reports, emails, and instant messages.
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